Some conceptual thoughts toward nanoscale oriented friction in a model of articular cartilage.
This work presents a conceptual framework as to how a deficit in the synovial-fluid content, exemplified by hyaluronan or any other amphiphilic species, is capable of decisively altering the complex lubrication and wear conditions observed clinically in articular cartilage. The effect is revealed in (non)stationary regimes if the cartilage is subjected to some normal periodic load, revealing over its exploitation time increasingly dissipative, in general entropy-addressing, characteristics. It can be hypothesized that a Grotthuss-type proton transport physiology-concerning mechanism in channel-like, phospholipid-water cartilage's articulating nanospaces will be responsible for the expression of the lubrication mode. The corresponding wear involving overall change is then manifested adequately in the stationary regime, and in a viable system-parametric correlation with its lubrication counterpart. Certain analytic formulae for the nanoscale oriented coefficient of friction, involving generically H-bonds breaking mechanism, and pointing to some local-viscosity context, have been proposed for fitting the experimental data and clinical observations involving proton management at articular cartilage surfaces.